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Three keys to 89-85 loss to Pacers 

 

By Chris Vivlamore 

 

A look at the three keys elements of the Hawks’ 89-85 loss to the Pacers Tuesday: 

 

Third-quarter shooting woes: The Hawks shot just 30 percent in the third quarter, making 6 of 20 shots.  

They were outscored 24-12 in what would be the decisive period. 

 

According to coach Mike Budenholzer, the trouble was part Pacers defense (the top-ranked unit in the 

NBA) and Hawks' open-look misses. 

 

"It’s important that we give Indiana credit for their defense but I think we did have some decent looks 

that we didn’t make," Budenholzer said. "We probably weren’t as aggressive. We weren’t has decisive 

as we normally are and as you need to be against a good defensive team. I think there were 

opportunities that were decent that a majority of the season we made or converted on those 

opportunities. I think it’s important to give them the credit first and then we have lots of areas to 

improve." 

 

The Pacers started the third quarter with a 13-4 run and led by as many as 11 points. 

 

Fourth-quarter rally: The Hawks trailed by as many as 16 points in the fourth quarter before a rally but 

second- and third-string players. The group of Shelvin Mack, Dennis Schroder, Cartier Martin, Mike Scott 

and Paul Millsap were on the floor and part of the late run. The Hawks used a 17-5 run to close within 

four points, 78-74, on a Martin 3-pointer with 2:23 left. The Hawks pulled within two points, 86-84, on  

back-to-back 3-pointers from Scott and Martin. 

 

“We need those guys to play well," Kyle Korver said. "They brought us back and, deservingly so, coach 

left them in for the end. We still had a chance at the end. Hopefully, Dennis and those guys got some 

good minutes and it will help them out.” 

 

Scott finished with a team-high 15 points, 11 in the final quarter. He has scored in double-digits in 12 

straight games. The 11 fourth-quarter points marked the fifth time he has scored in double digits in a 

quarter this season. 

 

Millsap struggles: Millsap had another tough offensive night against the Pacers. He made just 2 of 11 

shots. In the two games, both at Philips Arena, against the Pacers this season he is a combined 3 of 21 

with 11 points. 

 

Millsap was harassed by David West much of the night and when he got inside he was met at the rim by 

Roy Hibbert. Millsap's attempt to stretch the Pacers' defense was hindered by 0 of 4 shooting from 3-

point range. He did pull down 12 rebounds and had four steals but his offense was again missing in 

action. 

 

"Roy Hibbert in the paint using the rule of verticality and he was contesting shots," Elton Brand said. "It’s 

just tough to score on that team. They are the number one defensive team and it showed." 



 


